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Abstract
 “The past isn’t dead, it isn’t ever past” – Willium Faulkner

The relation among psychology and literature is bilateral. Human’s soul makes the 
literature and literature nourishes a human’s soul. Both psychology and literature 
perform the same essential in know-how any literary piece due to the fact they each 
pass hand in hand. The human psyche is largely related with reminiscences of any 
kind. The latest novel ‘THE NIGHT CHILD’ is masterfully written into the darkish 
recesses of an abused woman’s thoughts. Anna Quinn writes the touchy situation 
as she exposes the protagonist’s heart, thoughts and soul. This paper specializes 
in the cognitive mental evaluation of the paintings of artwork ‘THE NIGHT 
CHILD’ of ways Nora, the protagonist receives tormented by her beyond early life 
reminiscences within side the gift which even results in a mental breakdown. 
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 Anna Quinn has a enjoy of thirty years as a writer, instructor, 
and the proprietor of the Writers Workshop and imprint Bookstore. 
Her writing has regarded in numerous literary journals and texts, 
consisting of Literature Circles and Response, Practical Aspects of 
Authentic Assessment, Instructor, Tidepools, IS Literary Magazine, 
Manifest-Station, Lit- Fest Anthology,2016 and Washington 129 
Anthology. She turned into additionally awarded “2015 Patron of the 
Arts”. This novel THE NIGHT CHILD commenced her paintings of 
artwork as a memoir however she ended it as her first novel. 
 This debut novel grabbed my interest specifically while beyond 
overpowers the existing. Nora Brown, the protagonist, wife, mom of 
a six 12 month’s vintage girl, and excessive college English instructor 
and Department head. One November evening, Nora is disturbed, 
sitting in her schoolroom after the scholars have gone, with the aid 
of using the advent of a younger girl’s face within side the air earlier 
than her. In the front of her, a girl’s face, a wild numinous face with 
startling blue eyes, a face floating on the pinnacle of shapeless drapes 
of purples and blues wherein legs and arms ought to have been” Two 
days later, a comparable occasion occurs, however, there may be 
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additionally an infant’s voice. “Remember Valentine’s dress” She has passed through fractured 
thoughts, vintage scars and emotional trauma. 
 Needless to say, Nora is worried, has numerous clinical and neurological assessments and in the 
long run is counselled to peer a psychiatrist. It is there that anxiety keeps to boom and the tale keeps 
spooling out. There also are problems in her marriage using Nora and her husband apart. So many 
reassert of anxiety. 
 This is a totally powerful mental novel. As the tale is going on, we will in reality depict the 
sufferings of Nora even as visiting through the mental breakdown of her beyond. Nora’s healing 
system is at the manner to end, we see thrilling entities which feels very real. It brings us into this 
woman’s worst nightmares as we stay her war together along with her gift and her beyond. 
 The abuse that took place to Nora a few years in the past turned into so negative to her spirit, 
that her unconscious suppress it for a majority of these years. The novel offers with infant abuse, 
physically, emotionally, and sexually. This eBook did a compelling activity of ways deeply early 
life abuse can scar a person, irrespective of how robust they are. The different characters in this 
novel, particularly Nora’s brother, James, Margret, and Fiona represent for the deliverance of the 
large problems like sexual molestation, death, suicide, intellectual illness, etc. Anna Quinn did 
an awesome activity in portraying the harm felt with the aid of using all of the characters and 
emphasizing the outcomes of this harm in a totally sensible manner. 
 Nora’s husband is bloodless and on no account supportive however her psychologist is heat and 
the mild guy who cautiously accompanies her step at a time through her reminiscences many folks 
want to have mystery and deliver wonder to others. Sometimes it finally ends up with advantageous 
observe and usually it ends with a bad observe. Secret took into consideration to be one of the 
subject matters on this novel that is associated with psychology. Secret additionally results in 
even hang-out oneself. This has occurred within side the case of Nora, which the author quotes 
it as “a horrible secret’s discovered -- a mystery that pushes Nora towards a good deeper mental 
breakdown.” “It’s the secrets and techniques that make us sick; it’s the telling that heals” The 
beyond existence will become like any other character dual in gift existence which haunts and 
redirects the existing. Her beyond evolves as literature that is the reminiscences of her early life 
that haunts her to have an effect on her psychological behaviour within side the gift. Thus Nora’s 
beyond turning into the existing blooms right into literature and psychology due to the literature 
will become her solace. 
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